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John Clarke M1EJG StARS
[01562] 700513 c/o The Mill House

21 Mill Lane
Or by Email to:- Blakedown
honsec@g6oi.org.uk Kidderminster
johnclarke.m1ejg@btinternet.com DY10 3ND
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www.g6oi.org.uk

StARS Facebook Page:-
https://www.facebook.com/groups/stourbridge.ars/

Forthcoming Meetings

May 2nd Club Meeting at Norton Social Club. 8pm

May 9th Club Meeting at Norton Social Club. 8pm

May 16th Club Meeting at Norton Social Club. 8pm

May 23rd Club Meeting at Norton Social Club. 8pm

May 30th Club Meeting at Norton Social Club. 8pm

June 6th Club Meeting at Norton Social Club. 8pm

June 13th Club Meeting at Norton Social Club. 8pm

June 20th Club Meeting at Norton Social Club. 8pm

June 27th Club Meeting at Norton Social Club. 8pm

July 4th Club Meeting at Norton Social Club. 8pm

July 11th Club Meeting at Norton Social Club. 8pm

July 18th Club Meeting at Norton Social Club. 8pm

July 25th Club Meeting at Norton Social Club. 8pm

August 1st Club Meeting at Norton Social Club. 8pm
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Editor's Comment [ Editor: g4xom@g6oi.org.uk ]

It  is  with  regret  that  I  must  report  the  passing  of
Mostyn Douglas Robbins G4FYQ. 
Doug passed on Friday 4th March aged 92 in hospital
after becoming unwell.
Doug was a keen member of our Society and held
many posts. It was only when his hearing and then
his health  deteriorated that  we did  not  see him so
much.
The funeral was on Tuesday 5th April at Stourbridge
Cemetery  Chapel  followed  by  a  private  internment
and was attended by 22 people.

In this issue, besides any internet-sourced news items, we have some featured articles,
the main one being from Wayne M5LLT. For the news items, I try to choose only UK and
European news, as W/VE/VK, etc., aren't really of much use to us – unless you have a
different idea about this! Articles appearing are:

Construction Project: 2m Halo Antenna by M5LLT
M6AHW = Even More From The Junk Box
Can You Name Me?
Foundations Of Amateur Radio: What's In A Unit
SOTA's 20th Anniversary
ILLW Turns 25
RadioSport: Amateur Radio Direction Finding
Wind-up Tape Measure Portable Antenna For Ham Radio

I  have received no comment  from the Society,  this  month,  If  YOU have any news or
subnissions for these pages, please forward them to the Editor by the 26th of the month at
the very latest for inclusion in the following issue of Starlite.

Editor's email: g4xom@g6oi.org.uk
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Construction Project: 2m Halo Antenna
By Wayne Mocroft M5LLT

After  storm  Eunice  had  cleared,  I  decided  it  was  time  to  redo  my  vhf  uhf  antenna
installation. I had taken the existing mast down prior to Eunice hitting, the principle being
”down in a controlled manor”, so I had a clean slate to start. New aluminium mast, one
piece 5m long, thick walled 2” diameter, new T & K brackets longer reach, and a brand
new 2/70/6 m colinear. Before it all went back up in the air, I decided to put up facility for
2m and 70cms horizontally polarised omnidirectional antennas. This is the construction of
the 2m Halo. 

I  looked  at  various  designs  and  decided  on  the  traditional  method,  but  utilised  the
materials I had to hand and adapted the dimensions to suit the lower 1Mhz of 2 m.

So I was  armed with  a coil of 10mm copper heating tube, a length of 22mm copper pipe
and various associated plumbing fittings. 

I based the 22mm pipe as the mast to construct the elements on. The Halo is basically  a
half wave dipole grounded at the centre and folded round into a circle, the gap is adjusted
to tune the antenna. The feed point is tapped onto one of the elements via a gamma
match with sliding shorting bar to facilitate the matching.  

I decided that, unlike a lot of designs, I was going to make the coax connection with  an N
type chassis  socket, mainly as it is waterproof in design and more reliable. 

So I looked at a mounting plate for the socket, then hit on my final design. I had a 28~22
solder joint,  so I  filed off  the centre pipe stop and cut about a third around the 28mm
circumference and then down to the opening. This enabled me to fold out a section of
copper and flatten it by hammering on an anvil. See pics 1 and 2 

Drilled and fitted the N connector. 
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This section now slides onto the 22mm copper main support mast, which I pre-drilled with
a 10mm hole to take the element. Pic 3

  

The element  was measured from the detail, see pic above,  and I actually made it slightly
longer as I thought, when tuning, I can at least cut it down. In the end the frequency was
too high, so I had to add on some tubing. This you will see in the final assembly.

Next I made a matching curved gamma match, again oversized as the shorting bar is
adjustable. The shorting bar was the next stage, what to use? Most designs show a block
of aluminium, drilled and tapped. I didn't have any aluminium stock so.....I  had a good
supply of these..... 22mm pipe supports, hammered flat then formed around a 10mm drill.

2 were made and bolted end to end to make the shorting bar, as seen in pic 8
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The final assembly is shown in pic 9 and was tested with the Nano VNA analyser. 

After a fair amount of adjusting and lengthening of the elements as I was in tune but high
in frequency the results were quite promising,  pretty flat across the bottom 1 Mhz of 2m.
See the Nano VNA  screen pic below

I did finally get the SWR  a little lower when I finally finished, and tested up to 50W.

So,  to  finish  off  where  the  gamma match  tube  connected,  I
flattened the tube in the vice jaws and drilled a hole to bolt in a
solder ring tag. This was then soldered to the centre pin of the N
type socket. All this was then sealed with clear silicone, see pic
10
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The finished 2m Halo ready to be mounted on
the new mast. As the centre of the elements
and mounting pole are all at ground potential,
it  won't  be  affected,  so  the  mount  will  be  2
jubilee  clips  around ,  then both tightened to
secure it. I may put a short piece of pvc tube
across the gap to keep that  distance stable,
but  also  I  will  use  it  to  drill  a  small  hole
underneath  and one in the mast lower down
and insert a thin fibreglass rod (ex spar from a
kite) to provide support should a bird heavier
than a sparrow decide to perch on the outer
edge. I have only tested the Halo at low level
so far, but it was bringing in the beacons quite
well, so some height can only improve this. I
will let you know how it performs as time goes
by. 

The next article will be its sister, the 70cms Halo, but that is proving  difficult at the moment
both in design and performance, so stay tuned for more information regarding this.

73

Wayne M5LLT 

Wind-up tape measure portable antenna for ham radio
Dan Maloney KC1DJT writes on Hackaday about how to convert a wind-up tape measure
into a portable amateur radio antenna

If  there’s  one  thing  that  amateur  radio  operators  are  good  at,  it’s  turning  just  about
anything into an antenna. And hams have a long history of portable operations, too, where
they drag a (sometimes) minimalist setup of gear into the woods and set up shop to bag
some contacts. Getting the two together, as with this field-portable antenna made from a
tape measure, is a double win in any ham’s book.

For [Paul (OM0ET)], this build seems motivated mainly by the portability aspect, and less
by the “will it antenna?” challenge. In keeping with that, he chose a 50-meter steel tape
measure as the basis of the build.

Read the Hackaday post and watch the video at

https://hackaday.com/2022/03/30/wind-up-tape-measure-transformed-into-portable-ham-
antenna/
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M6AHW – Even More From The Junk Box

With my current situation [at the time of writing], I took some more photos of the antenna
stock and my station.

The antenna mounted on the block of wood in the window is a hand-
held after-market whip for 2m and 70cms [I bought 2 from Maplin's just
before they wend bust], on a home-brew mount. It works well for local
operations, simplex and repeaters.

The  70cms  Moxon  is  made  from  scrap
copper brake pipe.

The little 2m rig mounted under the bench is the bargain 4
quid rig I bought from the last StARS Surplus Sale. It is a
39 year  old  Yaesu FT-227R – no trick  stuff  on it,  but  it
works very well. It turns out that the mic was duff and Nick
fixed me up with a good used mic,  which I  rewired and
away it went. It, also, came with its original mobile whip.

The main station is just over 12 years old and consists of a
Yaesu  FT-897D,  MFJ  949E  tuner  and  PS30SW  PSU.  The
communications  receiver  is  a  Realistic  DX-394  by  Radio
Shack, which is, now, 20 years old!

Antenna wise, the new 2m/70cms ⅝λ is permanently fixed on the big mast at the back of
the house. HF is taken care of  with a trapped wire dipole foe 80-40-20-10m, plus my
home-brew verticals [¼λ for 20m & 10m, ⅝λ for 6m], just need the bands to wake up,
now!!

Since being crocked up with the leg op, these last few weeks, I have spent a lot of time in
the shack, but there has been very little activity. The FT-897 is on GB3CB [70cms central
Brum] – not a soul on it all morning. Same with GB3BM, GB3RR, GB3KC and GB3DY, I'm
monitoring these with both hand-held rigs – such a shame.

That's enough of my ramblings for this time, so it's regards to you all.

Tony M6AHW
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Can You Name Anyone In This Photo?

Andy G8MKK sent this, via John G8UAE,  and wondered if anyone could be recognized
from Stars.

Brian Kennedy G3ZUL (SK) can be seen lower left, but do you recognize anyone else? 

If you can help, please send your submission to the Editor at g4xom@g6oi.org.uk
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New Model Kit
This must be the 2022 version of the kit, replacing the former one. The build looks to be a
bit simpler, at least to the unaided eye.

What a whopper!!
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Foundations of Amateur Radio
What's in a unit?

In our hobby we use kilohertz and megahertz enthusiastically. Sometimes even gigahertz.
The  other  day  during  a  discussion  the  question  arose,  what  comes  after  tera,  as  in
terahertz? I couldn't remember, so I had to look it up, peta comes next, then exa, zetta and
yotta, derived from the Greek word for eight.

That in and of itself was interesting, but it turns out that Greek isn't the only language used
in attributing SI metric prefixes, SI being the International System of Units. Of the 20 units,
which I'll get to in a moment, there's 12 with Greek origins, five deriving from Latin, two
from Danish and one from Spanish.

The units are used to describe how many of a thing there are in base-10, so, a thousand
of something is kilo, or ten to the power of three, which gives us kilohertz. A gigahertz is
ten to the power of  nine and so-on.  Interestingly,  kilo is derived from the Greek word
thousand, but mega comes from the Greek for great. Both hecto, as in hectopascals and
deca as in decathlon originate in the Greek words for hundred and ten. The prefix pico, as
in picofarad comes from the Spanish word peak and femto as in femtowatt comes from the
Danish  for  fifteen,  as  in  ten  to  the  power  of  minus  15.  Apparently  a  zeptomole  of  a
substance contains 602 particles,  even NASA says so, let  me know if  you can find a
source for that.

I  could  devote  my entire  discussion  on  these 20  units,  adding  for  example  that  their
naming wasn't all done at the same time, the most recent additions are yotta and yocto, as
I said, derived from the Greek for eight, being ten to the power of 24. How's that eight you
ask? Well, three times eight is 24. I'm not saying it's intuitive, but there is logic.

In looking at all these units, and specifically the smaller ones, milli, micro, nano, pico and
the like, it occurred to me, is there a way to go below one Hertz, could you have half a
Hertz?

Hertz is the number of oscillations per second, a single Hertz being one per second. Half a
Hertz would be one oscillation per two seconds. I started wondering what to look for in
discovering if anyone has been playing with this. For the life of me, I couldn't think of what
to search for and my experience tells me that if you cannot find the answer online, you're
asking the wrong question.

This morning, with a fresh cup of coffee in my hands, it occurred to me that anyone doing
this kind of stuff would be using SI units, so they'd be using decihertz, centihertz, millihertz,
microhertz and nanohertz, perhaps even picohertz. So I went searching.

Turns out that this actually exists. After wading through endless results with conversion
tools and dictionaries, there's plenty of research to find.

The unit decihertz is being used in gravitational wave interferometry, specifically, there's a
Japanese,  space-based  gravitational  wave  observatory  in  the  works  with  hopes  of
launching their three space craft if they can find funding.

It doesn't end there.

There are experimental  imaging studies  being made on malignant  and benign human
cancer cells and tissues looking at decihertz all the way down to yoctohertz, that's ten to
the minus 24.
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Inside Apple software development documentation, in addition to mega, giga and terahertz
you can find links to milli, micro and nanohertz as predefined units.

NANOGrav stands for North American Nanohertz Observatory for Gravitational Waves and
it  uses  the  Galaxy  to  detect  them.  It  was  founded  in  2007  and  is  part  of  a  global
community of scientists in places like Australia, where the Parkes Pulsar Timing Array is
located - yes, that Parkes - made famous from the film "the Dish" and Europe with the
European  Pulsar  Timing  Array,  combining  five  separate  radio-telescopes,  all  coming
together under the banner of the IPTA or International Pulsar Timing Array.

The point of my little exploration is that if you're curious about random things, you can
often come across activities and ideas you know nothing about and learn something along
the way.

Today I learnt that there is such a thing as a sub-Hertz signal, it's being explored all over
the globe with scientists in different fields and it's happening without much in the way of
public awareness.

What did you learn today and which SI prefix didn't I use?

I'm Onno VK6FLAB

Monaco special callsign
Members of Association of Radio Amateurs from Monaco (ARM) will be using the special
callsign 3A5M to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the passing of Prince Albert 1st of
Monaco (1848- 1922).

He  was  a  humanist,  founder  of  the  Institute  of  Peace,  scientist,  founder  of  the
Oceanographic Museum of Monaco, of the Oceanographic institute, the Institute of Human
Paleontology, etc....

Activity will take place between April 1st and May 31st, 2022. Operations will be on various
HF bands using CW, SSB and the Digital modes.

QSL via the 3A Bureau.

Pubs Clubs On The Air (PACOTA) 2022
It's Back! - Pubs Clubs On The Air - May 13th/14th/15th 2022

If you or your Radio club or Society are interested in taking part and putting on a station
please  complete  the  Web  Entry  Form  at  the  website  listed  below  or  alternatively
email pacota@g6tw.org.uk and we will send you some details, hints and tips.

https://pubsandclubsontheair.wordpress.com/
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RSGB statement concerning 40MHz in the UK
There  have  been  recently  a  number  of  reports  of  individual  holders  of  UK  Amateur
licenses  gaining  Innovation  and  Trial  licences  from  Ofcom  to  conduct  experimental
transmissions on 40MHz (8m)

Ofcom has made it very clear for several years that there was no likelihood of UK radio
amateurs gaining any access to 40MHz which included NoV (Notice of Variation) to a UK
amateur licence or an amateur SRP (Special Research Permit). The RSGB has consulted
Ofcom as to the exact status of these Innovation and Trial licences. Ofcom’s reply was as
follows:

“We have been approached by a couple of individuals wanting to conduct experiments in
the band. Like all other research and innovation requests Ofcom receives we have put
these through our Innovation and Trial licensing regime. If the coordination checks are
passed, they are being issued with an Innovation and Trial licence. These are issued for
up to 12 months on a non-interference, no protection and non-operational basis. These
are not  Amateur  Radio Special  Research Permits  and licensees do not  fall  under  the
Amateur Radio licence terms and conditions. Therefore,  applicants are not required to
have  passed  an  amateur  exam  or  hold  a  callsign.  Although  we  are  allowing  this
experimentation, we would like to make it clear that we have no proposals to allow wider
amateur radio access to the 40 MHz band.

Clause 9(6) of the UK amateur terms states “The Licensee may receive Messages from
an overseas amateur or from an Amateur duly authorised by Ofcom on a frequency
band not specified in Schedule 1 but the Licensee may only transmit on a band specified
in Schedule 1 which is authorised under Clause 9(2).”

Users of 40 MHz under an Innovation and Trial (I&T) licence are not authorised under the
Amateur Radio licensing regime and there is no requirement to have passed an amateur
radio exam to obtain such a licence. Clause 9(6) of the Amateur licence is designed to
cover additional frequencies, such as 70 MHz and 146 MHz, which are not contained in
Schedule  1  of  the  Amateur  Radio  licence  but  Ofcom has  authorised  via  a  Notice  of
Variation  (NoV).  We would  like  to  make  clear  that  we  have  not  duly  authorised  any
amateur  to  use  a  frequency  band  not  specified  in  Schedule  1  through  this  process.
Reception of transmissions authorised under an I&T Licence should therefore be treated
the same as those authorised under other licences that Ofcom issues such as business
radio or maritime.

We would also like to make clear that I&T licences do not permit operational or commercial
use. These licences are designed to support individuals and companies in carrying out
research, development, testing and demonstrations of equipment. Therefore, the use of
the 40 MHz band under this licence should be for these purposes only. The licences are
granted on the basis that the user will be carrying out such research and not operating on
the band in a similar way to the frequencies listed in Schedule 1 of the licence.”

Ofcom’s view is very clear. Any operation on 40MHz in the UK is not Amateur radio and
therefore cross-band contacts to such stations by UK radio Amateurs operating on the
bands licenced for amateur radio are not permitted.
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SOTA's 20th Anniversary
Summits on the Air launched in England (G) and Wales (GW) on 2nd March 2002.  Since
then it  has  expanded massively  to  over  one hundred associations  on all  major  world
continents, and has over 24,000 participants.

A special award has been launched to celebrate SOTA's 20th birthday.  Participants can
obtain a certificate for their best 20 days chasing or activating (separate certificates for
each activity).  Logs are entered as normal and the SOTA Database picks your 20 highest
scoring days out of your logs for the whole year. (March 2nd 2022 to March 1st 2023).

These certificates will be downloadable from the database and free of charge.  This is not
a  contest,  so  the  display  will  be  presented  in  alphabetical  callsign  order.  SOTA
Management Team would like there to be plenty of activity during the 20th anniversary
year, and as such, the activity runs for a whole year to give plenty of time to take part.

Some special  event  stations have been operational  to celebrate the anniversary.  GW
Association Manager - Roger Dallimore MW0IDX - has been operating GB2OTA from the
summit of Mynydd y Cwm GW/NW-076, the northernmost of the Clwydian Range summits,
during the month of March.  SOTA Management Team member Tom Read M1EYP will be /
has been operating GB20SOTA from the summit  of  The Cloud G/SP-015 from 2nd to
29th April.

More  special  event  calls  are  planned  for  the  forthcoming  20th birthdays  of  SOTA in
Northern Ireland (GI), Scotland (G) and USA (W2).

ILLW turns 25
This year,  2022,  sees the 25th anniversary of  this  popular  event.  Several  suggestions
have been received as to how this milestone could be celebrated but after much thought it
has been decided that rather than celebrate the event we are dedicating it to the people of
Ukraine, to those who have lost their lives and loved ones at the hands of those who seek
power and destruction. By the time August arrives it is hoped that the bloodshed will have
ceased and the people of Ukraine can go about rebuilding their lives and their country.

Belosaray Light, Mariúpol, Ukraine
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23 years ago two members of the Ayr ARC in Scotland started the Northern Lights award
which quickly morphed into the International Lighthouse-Lightship Weekend in 1998. Since
then it has grown and become a premier event in the Amateur Radio calendar. Its success
is due to the fact that it has few rules, is free and is not a contest but a fun weekend. In
2014 the highest number of registered lighthouses was 544 in 56 countries world wide.
One of the founders, Mike Dalrymple, GM4SUC, passed away in December 2005 and the
other, John Forsythe, was not involved after the first few years. I created the web site in
2000 and with the help of Ted, W8TTS, we created a list of eligible lighthouses and a list of
registrations for each year’s event as well as an online registration form.

There is no doubt that the internet was to become the backbone of the event. There are
quite a few entrants who have been participating for many years, some since the first year
in 1998. Many go to great lengths and expense to set up temporary stations in order to
take part. The response to this fun weekend has been quite amazing. The past 2 years
have been affected to some extent by the Covid pandemic but hopefully numbers will be
 back to normal this year. So far just over 100 registrations have been received.

Keep the flame and stay safe,

Kevin vk2ce and Ted w8tts

https://illw.net

Why reviving short-wave is a non-starter
Daniel Robinson and Keith Perron write in Radio World about the recent efforts to revive
shortwave broadcasting

They say:

"There  are  reasons  why  some  broadcasters  encourage  recent  talk  about  an  alleged
revival of shortwave. One involves funding."

"Hobbyists and members of the amateur radio community are piling on governments in
Canada,  Australia  and  Sweden  to  revive  shortwave.  But  purchasing  new transmitters
costs millions, and for an audience which is practically non-existent.

Look at how information is reaching people in Ukraine and Russia. It’s still through social
media and encrypted apps like Telegram. Even President  Zelensky uses social  media
daily to get his message out.

In North America and Western Europe shortwave has always been very niche. So, people
who have heard of it but never listened are being misled now on the reality of its status."

Read the Radio World article at

https://www.radioworld.com/columns-and-views/guest-commentaries/why-reviving-
shortwave-is-a-non-starter
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RadioSport
Amateur Radio Direction Finding

The website Inverse.com has an interesting article
on Amateur Radio direction finding:

Radio direction finding has existed for nearly as
long  as  radio  itself  (the  late  19th  century).  The
military uses it for practical reasons, utilizing it to
'triangulate,'  or  locate,  hidden  military  bases,
transmitters, and submarines that would otherwise
be a secret.  (The basic technique, with different
technological adaptations, was used in both World
War  I  and  World  War  II.)  Now,  radio  direction
finding  has  become  a  sport  that  combines  the
geeky charm of  ham radio,  the outdoor skills  of
orienteering, and the endurance of cross country.

Bob Frey is an ARDF athlete who has competed
since  1999  and  has  attended  four  World
Championships. “It’s a mental game of hide and
seek,” Frey tells Inverse. “There’s so many parts
to  it.  [You’re  thinking],  Where  am  I?  Which
direction is the transmitter? Hopefully I don’t  get
lost.”

Even the best competitors will admit they do get lost on occasion. But there’s something
about the sport that keeps competitors coming back year after year. It’s the rush of racing
mixed with the pride that comes from knowing you can trust your brain under pressure.

Jerry  Boyd  has  been an  ARDF competitor  since  1999 and has  attended three  World
Championships. “If you want to compete, you have to move fast,” Boyd tells Inverse. “It’s
thinking on the fly.”

What makes Amateur Radio direction finding a sport?

To really understand ARDF, you need to know the basics of how radios work.

Radio transmitters release radio waves that are then picked up by radio receivers (the
antenna used by ARDF athletes). These transmitters and receivers are usually designed to
work within a pre-specified set of frequencies, measured in hertz. Two of the major ARDF
competitions require tracking down transmitters attuned to one of  two frequencies:  3.5
megahertz (also called an 80-meter competition) or 144 megahertz (also called a 2-meter
competition).

Each frequency creates a different flavor of competition, explains Ole Garpestad. He is the
vice president of the International Amateur Radio Union (IARU), an international governing
body for  ham radio operators.  Garpestad has been presiding over the Amateur Radio
Direction Finding World Championships since the first one was organized in the 1980s.

The 3.5 megahertz competitions  require  receivers  with  large antennas1.  Those are
cumbersome to run with (people get around this by building them out of flexible materials
that can move through brush, like tape measures), but they provide steady and accurate
signals that make navigating easier.
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“It’s good for a starter,” Garpestad tells Inverse. “It’s even better for a fast runner.”

The 144 megahertz waves don’t pass through large objects and instead might be reflected
around the forest. Each one of those reflections is about 60 to 70 percent accurate, but
following any one signal with too much confidence can lead a competitor down a false trail.
This can even happen to seasoned competitors, like Joseph Huberman, an ARDF athlete
from Raleigh, North Carolina, who has competed in five World Championships.

Read more at

https://www.inverse.com/mind-  body/not-sports- amateur-radio-  direction-finding

Amateur radio friends reconstruct original Falklands
invasion contact

2nd April  2022 marked the 40th anniversary of  the Argentine invasion of  the Falkland
Islands.

On that day in 1982, Bob McLeod VP8LP, living at Goose Green, was hearing on a local
VHF net that invading troops could be seen in the streets of the capital Port Stanley about
50 miles from him but was surprised to find that the BBC was making no mention of it in
news broadcasts.

Bob  took  to  his  shortwave  amateur  radio  equipment  and  started  calling  out.  In
London, Laurie Margolis G3UML had been listening carefully for several hours, sitting in
the BBC Ariel Radio Group radio room G3AYC on the roof of The Langham building next
to Broadcasting House.

G3UML had some expectation that VP8LP would try to call, and they were able to copy
each other. Laurie was then able to pass on Bob’s vital information to the authorities. Bob
and Laurie have remained in touch ever since and Laurie is still a member of the BBC’s
Amateur Radio Group to this day.

On 2nd April this year the two friends met up again on the air to relive their contact of 40
years previous, this time using the BBC centenary callsign GB100BBC. Both stations were
good signals with each other, firstly on 10m and then 15m, despite the recent geomagnetic
storms. Their chat was recorded for the archives and a feature about the original 1982 link-
up was broadcast  on Radio 4 the following morning as a feature in the ‘Broadcasting
House’ programme.

You can listen back to this via BBC Sounds. Laurie is also the guest presenter of Tuesday
4th April’s RSGB webinar Tonight@8 – he talks about his historic contact with VP8LP as
well the recent reconstruction. There are some video clips from the event as part of the
presentation. You can watch the Tonight@8 presentation at rsgb.org/webinars
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Role of radio amateurs during invasion of the Falkland
Islands

The Scotsman newspaper reports on the role played by radio amateurs Tony Pole-Evans
VP8HZ, Bob  McLeod  VP8LP and Les  Hamilton  GM3ITN of  Clydebank,  during  the
invasion of the Falkland Islands 40 years ago

The paper says the invaders

"... visited Tony Pole-Evans [VP8HZ] - a farmer living on tiny Saunders Island, about 80
miles north-west of Port Stanley and took down his antenna.

But they were unaware Pole-Evans had another, smaller, radio system which had enough
power to travel the 7,000 miles to Hamilton’s Clydebank radio station [GM3ITN].

Despite the threat to Pole-Evans’ life if he was caught, the two friends stayed in daily radio
contact throughout the war - a crucial source of information for British military intelligence."

Read the Scotsman story at

https://scotsman.com/news/clydebank-radio-ham-helped-win-back-falklands-2510342

BBC journalist and long-time RSGB member Laurie Margolis G3UML broke the fact of
the invasion of the Falklands through amateur radio. He'll describe how live on YouTube at
8pm (1900 GMT) this Monday, April 4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jut-9uB4O8w

What is Amateur Radio?

http://www.essexham.co.uk/what-is-amateur-radio

Free UK amateur radio Foundation Online training course

https://essexham.co.uk/train/foundation-online/

Amsat AO7
The Methuselah of Amateur Radio Satellites AMSAT-OSCAR 7 was launched on the 15th
of November 1974 from Vandenberg Air Force Base.

The  spacecraft  is  solar  powered,  weighs  just  under  29  kg,  and  had  a  three-year
anticipated lifetime at the time it was launched, but it has far outlived this expectation.

Its  beacons  transmit  on  29.502,  145.975,  435.10  and  2304.1  MHz.  Two  types  of
communications repeaters are aboard the spacecraft,  only one of  which operates at  a
time. The first repeater is a two watt non-inverting transponder receiving uplink signals
between  145.85  and  145.95  MHz,  and  re-transmits  them  between
29.4 and 29.5 MHz on the downlink. Approximately -100 dBm is required at the repeater
input terminals for an output of 1 watt. This corresponds to an EIRP from the ground of 90
watts for a distance to the satellite of 3200 km and a polarization mismatch of 3 dB.

The second repeater is a 40-kHz* bandwidth inverting linear repeater. It employs an 8-watt
PEP power amplifier with a wide dynamic range. This repeater has an uplink from 432.125
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to 432.175 MHz, and a downlink from 145.975 to 145.925 MHz. Approximately 50 watts
EIRP is required to produce 3 watts of repeater output at a range of 3200 km assuming a
polarization mismatch of 3 db. All seemed lost in mid 1981 due to battery failure.

In 2002 one of the shorted batteries became an open circuit and now the spacecraft is
able to run off just the solar panels, it is not usable in eclipse and may not be able to
supply enough power to the transmitter to keep from frequency modulating the signal.
When continuously illuminated, the mode will alternate between A and B every 24 hours.

Proving that the satellite is still alive and well after 48 years of service, a new distance
record  has  been  posted  to  AMSAT. Joel,  VE6WQ,  based  in  Edmonton,  Alberta
worked Jérôme,  F4DXV,  who  describes  himself  as  a  "Extreme  low  elevation  contact
enthusiast" based in the southwest of France on the 23rd of March 2022. They used Mode
A, uplinking on 2m and downlinking on 10m, over a distance of 7454 km.

If anyone has any information about extreme distance QSOs on AO-7 Mode A, please
contact n8hm /at/ amsat.org

FISTS CW Club Royal Platinum Jubilee weekend celebration
FISTS CW  Club is  celebrating  the  Platinum Jubilee  of  HM Queen  Elizabeth  over  the
holiday weekend at the beginning on June 2022.

The celebration will take the form of an international on-air activity and culminates in the
award of commemorative plaques to two participants.

Overview
An on-air activity on the days Friday, 3. June; Saturday, 4. June; Sunday, 5. June 2022.
UK stations may use the RSL 'Q' per Ofcom regulation. NoV applications can be made
through  RSGB  at https://rsgb.org/main/operating/licensing-novs-visitors/online-nov-
application/
Information  about  this  Royal  Platinum  Jubilee  activity  can  be  found  online
at https://fists.co.uk/activities

Activity
The activity is open to all licensed radio amateurs. Work as many stations as you can over
the three days – starting at 0001UTC on Friday, 3. June 2022 and ending at 2359UTC on
Sunday,  5.  June  2022.  All  HF  bands  excluding  WARC bands  and 60m:  That  is,  CW
contacts on 160, 80, 40, 20, 15, 10m. Only CW contacts may be counted for scoring
purposes.

Awards
Logs  must  be  submitted  before  the  end  of  Monday,  13.  June  2022.
Two awards will be presented: one for the highest scoring UK station using 'Q' RSL; one
for a station – UK-based or elsewhere – being the station, not using 'Q' RSL, with most
points.  These  awards  will  be  commemorative  plaques,  engraved  with  the  recipient’s
callsign and name.
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Measuring Electromagnetic Fields
Robin Kearey writes on Hackaday about measuring Electromagnetic Fields (EMF) with
just an Arduino and a piece of wire

Arduino expert Mirko Pavleski’s convenient hand-held electromagnetic field detector.

The basic idea is quite simple: connect an antenna directly to an Arduino’s analog input
and visualize the signal that it measures. Because the input of an ADC is high impedance,
it is very sensitive to any stray currents that are picked up by the antenna. So sensitive in
fact, that a resistor of a few mega-Ohms to ground is required to keep the sensor from
triggering on any random kind of noise. Mirko made that resistance adjustable with a few
knobs  and  switches  so  that  the  detector  can  be  used  in  both  quiet  and  noisy
environments.

Read the full Hackaday post and watch the video at

https://hackaday.com/2022/04/17/measuring-electromagnetic-fields-with-just-an-arduino-
and-a-piece-of-wire/

Antarctic ham radio station active for Children's Day May 5
The  Japanese  Antarctica  Research  Expedition(JARE)  amateur  radio  station  8J1RL is
conducting 'Special Operation of Children's Day' May 5, where elementary, junior high,
and high school students in Japan get priority

A translation of the JARL post says:

In 2022,  the 63rd Japan Antarctic Research Expedition at  the Syowa Station plans to
operate "Special Operation of Children's Day" as follows.

When participating in the Special Operation of Children's Day, please be careful to take
measures to prevent the new coronavirus infection by yourself, avoiding thorough hand
washing, wearing a mask, ensuring social distance, sealing, denseness, and close action.

In  addition,  if  a  state  of  emergency  declaration,  etc.  due  to  the  spread  of  the  new
coronavirus infection is issued, etc., if special operation is unavoidably canceled, JARL
web will guide you, so please be sure to check when you participate.

• Date: Thursday, May 5, 2022, 5:00-18:00 JST
• Operating frequency: 21 MHz band SSB
• stations that prioritize communication:
- association bureaus operated by elementary, junior high, and high school students in 
Japan
- individual stations established by elementary, junior high, and high school students in 
Japan
- individual stations where aerial power in Japan is licensed for 10W or less

Source JARL https://tinyurl.com/IARU-Japan
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RSGB announces further details of Jubilee GB70 SES
As part of the forthcoming Jubilee celebrations, the RSGB has announced further details
of its GB70 special event station activities. The seven SES call signs will be active across
the Jubilee weekend, from 2-5 June, on multiple bands and modes.

After that weekend, these special call signs will be available for activation by other RSGB
affiliated clubs or individual RSGB Members until 28 June. Each call sign has a volunteer
coordinator responsible for allocating operating slots in a published schedule. They will
also collect the log files from those who have been activating the calls.

For further information see the RSGB website - go to the GB70 page in the RSGB Jubilee
activities section: www.rsgb.org/jubilee

Online UK Full ham radio licence course starts May 3
The  Online  Amateur  Radio  Community  M0OUK  have  tweeted  that  their  next  training
course for the UK Full licence starts on May 3 - places still available

The OARC tweeted:

The  Online  Amateur  Radio  Community  (OARC),  winners  of  the  prestigious  Kenwood
Trophy  2021,  are  pleased to  confirm that  the  next  Full  Licence Course  will  start  w/c
Monday 3rd May with the revision phase of four weeks leading up to the course proper.

Membership  to  the  club  is  free,  course  places  require  a  small  £5  fee.
This will  be a 9-week fast track opportunity for intermediate amateur licence holders to
prepare  for  their  full  licence  exam.  For  more  info  and  to  sign  up  go  to:
https://oarc.uk/full

The full course runs over 9 weeks, it's fully interactive, with weekly zoom sessions, online
activities, quizzes, interactive events, catch up on demand videos and reference material
from a broad selection of sources!

In  the  last  6  months  we  have had over  170 foundation  licence holders  passing  their
intermediate  exams,  all  achieving  an  impressive  pass  rate.  We are  now offering  this
opportunity to intermediate licensees moving on to full.

[One note of caution, this is an intense course, most clubs run courses over longer time
periods, so be sure to fully read the course overview!]

OARC
https://www.oarc.uk/
https://twitter.com/m0ouk/
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